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Abstract - Nowadays wireless networks are becoming more popular and tremendously increasing due to various enhanced technologies. The major development in this technology is communicating via wirelessly where mobile nodes communicate with each other without use of any base station. These network are called as mobile ad hoc networks (MANET’S). As communication is done wirelessly, these type of networks are prone to several kind of attack. Thus, providing security to wireless network is challenging. Encryption, authentication usually acts as a first line of defense while next intrusion detection system (IDS) acts as a second line of defense. Therefore in this paper by using hybrid cryptography we are enhancing more secure transfer of data. This paper also extends to provide and enhance security for replay attack and message tampering attack.
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1. INTRODUCTION

A mobile ad hoc network is a group of mobile nodes which communicate via wirelessly without assistance or use of any base station. Nowadays communication plays a major role and an essential tool for any management, education, defense, airlines etc. Transfer of data with security is important. Cryptography provides secure communication in the presence of malicious third parties.

Nowadays many cryptographic algorithms have been implemented. These cryptographic algorithms are majorly classified into two different types symmetric and asymmetric. Now the idea is to combine the algorithm and enhance the security for data transmission. Cryptography usually converts the desired data or instruction into a format that the data is unreadable for unauthorized users. Many cryptographic algorithms are been proposed and implemented to enhance the security like integrity, confidentiality, authentication, confidentiality.

Authentication: Authentication is the process of confirming the identity. In other words, that the message arrived from the stated user that has not been modified by any other users that is sender identity has to be rectified.

Confidentiality: It is usually designed to guide policies for data or information security within an organization.

Integrity: Integrity means that the data or information which is sent during communication ensures that the information is not modified or altered at the receiving side.

1.1 TECHNIQUES IN CRYPTOGRAPHY

In order to enhance the security in a network cryptographic algorithm is to be implemented. This algorithm is divided into two types symmetric encryption and asymmetric encryption. Symmetric encryption algorithm is the oldest algorithm and can be the best encryption, symmetric key algorithm are algorithm for cryptography which uses the same key for both encryption of plain text and decryption of cipher text. It is also called as secret key cryptography. Both encryption and decryption of all messages that uses the same key.

The problem in symmetric algorithm is during exchange of secret key over a large network the message can be decrypted by other person who has the secret key it might fall to a wrong hand. Therefore key distribution has to be secure and it is one of the major issue t symmetric key encryption.

Fig -1: symmetric encryption

In general data cleaning involves several phases:

In order to deal with such type of issues we use an another method known as public key cryptography in which two keys are used that is public key and private key. Where public key is made freely available to everyone who wish to send a message. A private key is kept and resembled as a secret key so that only the person accessing it knows it. A message in form of text, files or documents that are encrypted using public key and can only be decrypted using private key by applying the same algorithm used.
The problem with asymmetric encryption is this algorithm is much slower than symmetric algorithm, and it also requires more processing power to carry out both encryption and decryption of the information during communication.

Fig -2: asymmetric encryption

1.2 HYBRID CRYPTOGRAPHY

Hybrid cryptography is using a multiple cipher of different types. One simpler approach is to generate a random secret key for a symmetric cipher and one has to encrypt this key via an asymmetric cipher using the recipient public key.

1.3 NEED FOR HYBRID CRYPTOGRAPHY

Communication plays a major role in today world, and it is very important to provide a high security during communication. The usage of traditional algorithm is not much enough for providing security. So we propose the use of hybrid cryptography algorithm in this paper.

2. LITERATURE SURVEY

Shashikanth kuswaha and Praful B proposed a hybrid security algorithm for transmission of data. The algorithm is designed in such a way that uses the combination of both AES and RSA. The implemented algorithm provides a better security as well as integrity. The algorithm which is designed is efficient and reliable technique for encryption of data.

Roshini Padate and Aamna proposed an encryption and a decryption technique of data using AES (advanced encryption standard) algorithm. It provides an efficient security for communication of information, where AES algorithm has been replaced by DES (data encryption standard)

Mohammad Trik, Sam Jabchdari proposed a security protocol. Algorithm like RSA, AES and ECC algorithm are combined together. Since, both type of algorithm are applied to an architecture thus the obtained one have more stability against errors. The proposed work is more secured which is applied by AES algorithm.

3. PROPOSED SYSTEM

In order to enhance with more security we proposed hybrid cryptography, where it is combination of both symmetric and asymmetric cryptography. In this paper we have also enhancing the security for replay attack as well as the message tampering attack. Replay attack is a form of network attack in which a data transmission is maliciously repeated or delayed. Whereas message tampering is the art of altering or modifying a message. It is carried out by hybrid encryption and hybrid decryption process.

Initially, the content or a text file or with any other format the file has to be encrypted and send it to a decryptor in secure and efficient way. The text file initially generate a randomly an AES key, once generated the key using this key the file content is encrypted and obtain an encrypted content, by AES key it is able to generate RSA key using this we can generate both public and private key. Thus by using RSA public key we can encrypt the AES key. Hash is introduced where sequence of strings of characters are transformed into fixed length of values. The hash obtained also has to be encrypted using public key. Thus encrypted key, encrypted content, encrypted hash are send to a decryptor through a socket.

At the receiving end that is, at decryptor initially feed with a private key. Encryptor shares the private key only to an authorized users, who can only access the information. Using the obtained private key we can decrypt and get an AES key using the AES key we can decrypt the content and get an original message.

For wireless mode of transmission. Mobile nodes are prone to several kinds of attacks, during the transmission the message might get modified or altered that is tampering of message may occur in order to overcome we have to find the
hash of the content and decrypt the hash using private key and find the hash. If both the hash are equal then no one has attacked or modified. In this paper we also introduced the time stamp suppose the message is delayed or arriving late one can suspect that someone might be performing a replay attacks represented in the figure if the arrival of the packet is greater than 300 sec then the packet is dropped and indicating it as a replay attack.

4. RESULTS

The above screen shot indicates the encryptor which is at client mode it indicates how can a person generate key and send message to one whom he has to communicate.

5. CONCLUSION

Nowadays many cryptographic algorithms have been implemented. These cryptographic algorithms are majorly classified into two different types symmetric and asymmetric. Now the idea is to combine the algorithm and enhance the security for data transmission. Cryptography usually converts the desired data or instruction into a format that the data is unreadable for unauthorized users. Many cryptographic algorithms are been proposed and implemented to enhance the security like integrity, confidentiality, authentication, confidentiality. Therefore in this paper by using hybrid cryptography we are enhancing more secure transfer of data. This paper also extends to provide and enhance security for replay attack and message tampering attack.
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